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EDITOR'S NOTE

Senryu  happens.  Like  its  more  serious,  grown-up,  sensible  cousin  haiku, 
senryu has a habit of dropping by without calling. It simply screeches up in 
its convertible, sporting a pair of expensive sunglasses, and offers to take 
you away from it all  – even if it's  just for a few minutes. Senryu, with its  
cheeky tattoo and mischievous grin, happens. Like the best haiku, the most 
sharply written senryu is capable of dragging you away from your routine, 
not by rejecting the humdrum but by banging harder on its skin. If  Jerry 
Seinfeld were to start writing poetry, he'd soon arrive at senryu. 

I've been writing senryu for about a decade now and have, in my time as 
editor of both Prune Juice and 3LIGHTS, been lucky enough to see plenty of 
those grins as they pull up at the kerb. And now, it's time to jump in the car 
and get outta here. It's with a little sadness and a lot of pride that I leave 
Prune Juice in a puff of exhaust fumes and take to the open road with my 
buddy, senryu. It's been a great pleasure to read all those fine poems that 
have dropped into my inbox over the last few years, and I can't thank every 
single contributor enough for making my life a heck of a lot more simple. I'd 
also like to thank Bruce Boynton for putting the proverbial cherry on top 
with his perpetually engrossing features. This issue, for example, features an 
interview with none other than the late RH Blyth (oh, the feats that Bruce is 
capable of!)

I'll  be handing the jar  of  prunes to my good friend Curtis  Dunlap,  who, 
along with Bruce, will be making the best juice you could hope for. As well 
as being one of our contributors, Curtis has been responsible for some of 
the most exciting micropoetry-related projects of the last few years,  not 
least with his ever-enthralling blog, Blogging Along Tobacco Road.

And so,  it's  summer.  For  the final  time,  allow me to present  the best  in 
contemporary  senryu,  kyoka and haiga.  Ladies and gentlemen,  boys and 
girls,  I  give  you  Prune  Juice –  freshly  squeezed  and  bottled  for  your 
satisfaction...

Liam Wilkinson
July 2012



S.M. Abeles

in a still pond 
a slender reed between 
day and dream

the peaks and valleys
of her stories
where she hides

al fresco
with the wife's friends
he takes his G&T
with a twist
of bitter moon



Debbi Antebi

writing senryu
with no humor or wit—
my ex-husband

the recent widow
seeking his smile
on every man’s face



Stewart Baker

Fantasy story:
a world where our children
sleep past 5.

Finally sent her
that long e-mail draft
I should have discarded.



Johnny Baranski

singing
it never occurs
to the crow

on ears of corn
the monks break their vow
of silence



Mark Brager

sewing circle
her every glance
needles

deep breath –
the pressure inside
the confessional

playing catch at dusk,
I dimly remember
being the son

wiping the rain
from my glasses to see
the rain



Helen Buckingham

dreaming again about love and war:
he leaves the catch off
his penis

he threads her finger
through his mother's ring
–all the trappings



Tom Clausen

another day
I scan some more
of my past

beautiful beach
another place
without a restroom

their passion
on the path ahead . . .
must be another way

clear morning
I've forgotten
my blood type

from the computer...
she writes something
on the palm of her hand



Susan Constable

five-pin bowling
her tendency to do things 
one at a time

shorts and jeans
faded and full of holes
the kind 
my mother used for rags
now cost a hundred bucks

like a crow
he says the same thing 
over and over –
if she finally got what he meant
would he change his tune?

our neighbour tries
one church after another  . . .
Sunday morning
we watch butterflies flit
from blossom to blossom
 



Susan Constable

on the ferry 
he walks right by . . .
this man 
who's slept with me
for almost fifty years



Robyn Corum

wearing Dad’s jeans
reminds me of how  
his genes wear me



Robert Davey

electric trouser press –
wishing I had packed my
electric trousers

focus group – 
sounds of tea being served
in the next room

as she lands - 
a glimpse of the ladybird’s
lace panties

camper van -
twice round the world
without leaving Norfolk

usually so gentle… 
she squashes cold butter
into his toast



Tracy Davidson

trick or treat
he considers his options
me or her

spilt milk
ten years past
my best before date

the mountain
she never comes around
any more

fading light
the howl of a wolf
in my throat

as the moon rises
I see clearly
at last...
in his absence
I pack his bags



Janet Lynn Davis

bills laid out
for payment by phone. . .
I clear my throat
before conversing
with the automated voice

I contemplate
buying "hotel" towels. . .
as advertised,
the comforts of home
away from home, while at home

she warns me
not to let the cat get out,
her old Persian
that barely even moves
an inch an hour

I cringe
at my reflection. . .
the charm   
with which he offers 
to bash out all our mirrors 



Jan Dobb

morning bus
a young couple commute
from tiff to tiff



Curtis Dunlap

i slipped out into the night,
etched our names in the sand, 
then added forever,
as if that simple act
could make it so

i so adore
that you text me
when i'm alone
the way your words
vibrate in my hand 

golden years...
he places his hand
on her remaining breast 



Garry Eaton

added to the snow
falling on Wall Street
begging letter bits

water under the bridge
the time it takes
for evidence to sink

shown her new portrait -
the lady's smile disappears
into a dark corner

behind the 8 ball
a lawyer who knows 
all the angles

not as funny now
our high school clown
on TV making millions



Bruce England

Life is short,
but you need
to keep your
bathroom and
kitchen clean

She tells me
her other nipple
feels left out

In her hand-drawn card
she zaps me with a swarm
of little red hearts



Carly Fitzgerald

You wake up with
warmth in your chest and
fur in your mouth.

Lips search for
the straw that is two inches
to the left.



Al Fogel

GPS malfunction--
you mean I'm not in Kansas
anymore?

wallflower
May I have this dance
he asks the wall

zen
lecture over. . .
I hear the sound
of one hand
clapping

my wife and I
were happy for twenty years--
then we met



Lorin Ford

flamed again!
I give the bread dough
an extra punch

porn on youtube
the seventh dwarf
not sleepy



Terri French

last date
counting the times
he says "like"

on the privacy fence
two lizards
screwing

walking path
a dogless man
scooping poop



Jay Friedenberg

all summer long
watering weeds -
thinking they were flowers

pulling in his blanket -
the old man’s skin
stretched tight over bones



Dana Furrow

x-ray vision–
seeing through my daughter’s
boyfriend



Heike Gewi

zen garden
endless
raking

gallery visit –
the lightning divides
opinions



Heike Gewi



Sanford Goldstein

for a month
he pondered over the plastic
shutting out the view,
his coffee shop master points
where the building now stands vacant

he wanted
to spank or paddle himself
for being bad,
he thought at ninety-two
he was beyond that urge

nothing
to laugh over on
this dull day,
I pick up a Japanese comic
only the print’s too small



Tim Graves

Second hand husband
No guarantee included.
One careless owner.

For those who measure
virility against wheels:
Some men are Porsches,
Lamborghinis or Harleys.
I am more unicycle.



Autumn Noelle Hall



Cara Holman

false spring
the dryer vent
full of lint

agreeing to disagree
I set my wipers
to intermittent

airport security
she hugs her teddy bear
a little closer



Leslie Ihde

surprised look
on my cat’s face
~ what skunks are

marriage counseling -
the fire in the hearth
dwindles to nothing



Tzetzka Ilieva



Tzetzka Ilieva



Alexander B. Joy

summer night
the stain beneath the drunk
  widens

lightbulb burns out
ironically
  a haiku



Conner Kerrigan

ending our talk
we say goodbye
and walk the same way



Ramona Linke



Ramona Linke



Meeting

R. H. Blyth
by Bruce Boynton

Reginald  Horace  Blyth  (1898-1964)  was  the  first  great 
translator of haiku and senryu into English.  Born in Essex, he 
graduated from London University with honors before taking 
teaching  positions  in  India  and  Korea.  He  taught  himself 
Japanese and Chinese and then settled in Japan where he lived 
the  rest  of  his  life,  eventually  becoming  a  professor  at 
Gakushuin University and tutor to the Crown Prince, Akihito. 
After Japan surrendered in 1945 he served as a liaison between 
the occupation forces and the Imperial Household. Professor 
Blyth wrote numerous books on haiku, senryu, zen, and humor, 
most of which are now out of print. He is buried in Kamakura, 
Japan next to his lifelong friend, D.T. Suzuki.

The following interview is  fanciful.  Dr.  Blyth’s  comments  are 
drawn  from  his  many  works,  and  in  most  cases,  are  direct 
quotes or paraphrases. With a couple of exceptions, the poems 
quoted are his own translations. 



 
The interview, requiring the assistance of several intermediaries, is difficult 
to arrange and takes place in a dilapidated house at the edge of town. The 
shades are  drawn and the room darkened. The furniture consists  of  two 
straight back chairs facing each other in the center of the room. A naked, 
60-watt bulb, hanging from the ceiling provides the only light. 

When I arrive Dr. Blyth is waiting patiently, dressed in a dark, formless suit. 
Although clean shaven, his silver hair has grown to shoulder length, making 
his face luminous in the half-light. His eyes are extraordinarily bright and a 
half-smile flickers around his lips. After the usual pleasantries we get down 
to business.

PJ: Dr. Blyth, I should start by saying what a privilege it is to interview you. 
This  is  my  first  interview  with  someone  who  has……..how  shall  I  put 
it...passed.
Blyth: Don’t say passed! You make it sound like I was evacuating a hair ball. 
I’m dead!
PJ: I do apologize. I was trying to be delicate about your current situation.
Blyth:  Don’t concern yourself with my situation, as you put it. I live with it 
every day. 
PJ: Speaking of death, our readers would like to know something about life 
in the beyond. Do you listen to harp recitals all day or are you subjected to 
eternal torment?
Blyth:  As far as I’m concerned they are one and the same. I  could never 
abide the harp. As for torment, the only ones punished here are sentimental 
poets. They are forced to listen to their drivel for eternity.
PJ: That does sound like hell! 
Blyth: No more than they deserve, I assure you. 
PJ:  Is there anything else we should know before we approach the pearly 
gates?
Blyth:  Don’t  take  a  room  near  the  ice  machine.  You’ll  be  up  all  night 
forever! But let’s move on to a more pleasant subject. What do you have to 
ask me about senryu?
PJ: I know you have written extensively about haiku, as well as senryu. In the 
US haiku is  far  the more  popular,  and I  understand the same is  true of 
Japan. Why do you believe that is?
Blyth: There are many answers to that question, but in the end they are all 
the same. Mankind prefers life as it should be to life as it is.
Haiku  are  gentle  and  restrained;  all  the  painful  problems  of  life  are 



bypassed. Senryu, on the other hand, deal with strong passions, with the 
imperfect, the weak, the degraded, in other words, with ourselves!
PJ: You see haiku as idealistic then?
Blyth:  Yes, in a sense. We all desire to escape from this world and haiku are 
a  way  to  do this.  You see,  haiku tell  the truth  but  not  the  whole  truth. 
Senryu tell the whole truth, but in doing so, something of the delicacy is 
crushed and shriveled.
PJ: And this is what people object to?
Blyth: Of course. Mankind delights in self deception. In senryu we see, as in 
a flash of lightning, a picture of the life of man suddenly suspended, with 
every detail, every secret motive and every hidden thought exposed.
PJ: Can you give me an example?
Blyth: Certainly; Basho wrote the following verse:

     Ill on a journey,
My dreams hover

     Over a withered moor.

The senryu writer parodied this in the following way:

House-imprisoned,
     My dreams hover

Over a prostitute quarter.

So you see, senryu always look on the darker side of the human mind and 
therefore are never wrong, never false.
Think about it like this: haiku is the flower of life; senryu the bitter root that 
gropes its blind and secret way in the earth.
PJ: That’s beautifully put; I should be writing down what you say.
Blyth: Yes, you should. I hate being misquoted. Now here’s a senryu with a 
different flavor:

The step-child
All day long

With his nose running.

Only love will wipe a snotty nose.
PJ: Very poignant, and not at all crude, but I believe there some people who 
cavalierly paint all senryu as vulgar.
Blyth: Yes, senryu are often called vulgar, whereas haiku are not. This is less 



a  matter  of  the  writer  than  his  material.  Haiku  are  not  vulgar  because 
nature is not. Some senryu may seem vulgar because human beings actually 
are!
PJ: Perhaps the critics object to senryu on moral grounds.
Blyth:  Stuff  and  nonsense!  To  reject  senryu  on  moral  grounds  is  like 
rejecting  Hamlet  because  he  plotted  murder!  Hypocrites  always  preach 
morality.  I  question  whether  a  life  of  virtue,  devoid  of  all  pleasure,  is 
possible, desirable or even forgivable!
PJ: But senryu can be tender, too.
Blyth: Yes, indeed. Let me give you another example:

If both are of a mind
Eyes are as eloquent

As lips.

This is one of the most profound truths ever uttered but, as Thoreau says, 
the  real  tragedy  begins  when we  try  to  explain  it.  Men always  explain, 
women never.
PJ:That  reminds  me,  you  keep  referring  to  man,  men and  mankind. 
Nowadays  we  prefer  the  terms  humans and  humankind.  They  show  a 
greater sensitivity to the concerns of women.
Blyth:  I’m  sure  you  found  it  easier  to  reform  your  language  than  your 
attitude!
PJ:  My attitude!? What about your own? You are always putting women 
down!
Blyth: As I do men; like Wilde I find both genders equally ridiculous.
PJ: But you are always discussing senryu that are critical of women.
Blyth: That’s because, in Japan at least, senryu were written by men. I admit 
that the senryu view of women is unflattering, but so is women’s view of 
men. Women have always been a subject for satire. This is partly because 
women are supposed to be irrational creatures. In other words, they do not, 
like men, invent intellectual excuses for what they have done or want to do.
But to forestall further criticism, let me give you a senryu about men:

To have an illiterate wife
Is paradise

You see, she can’t read the letters he receives, can’t estimate his earnings, 
can be used as a servant, is easy to deceive and respects his meager abilities 
– what more could a man want?



PJ: Wonderful! There’s another difference; senryu are usually humorous and 
haiku are not.
Blyth:  No, haiku are often humorous too, but the humor is of a faint and 
unobtrusive nature. Even Basho’s frog is tinged with humor. But the humor 
of senryu can be coarse and even cruel. Life is like that. 

Back from flower-viewing
Their house

Is burnt to the ground.

PJ:  That is cruel!
Blyth: It  is,  and  yet  Goldsmith  paints  a  similar  scene  in  The  Vicar  of  
Wakefield.  The vicar returns home one night singing and in high spirits. As 
he rounds a bend in the road he finds his house on fire.
PJ:      What about this one?

The sick man
Has run away

With his nurse.

Blyth: Now that is what I call a favorable outcome!
PJ: It is! Good nurses are in such short supply.
Blyth: And now you know why.
Let me give you an example of another kind of senryu:

The blind horse
Opens his mouth

When the straw coat touches him.

Here senryu is able to do what haiku cannot – paint a pitiful scene without 
sentimentality.
PJ: You have called senryu both poetry and anti-poetry. What is anti-poetry, 
some zen thing you thought up?
Blyth: Not at all. Senryu is poetry in its simplicity and its enlargement of our 
lives.  It  is  anti-poetry  in  that  it  wishes  to  destroy  all  the  pretense, 
sentimentality and humbug that calls itself poetry.
PJ: I’m still not following you.
Blyth: OK, here’s a poetic senryu:



Autumn rains
Only the neighbors
Pass by.

PJ: That’s lovely! But it’s very close to haiku.
Blyth:   It  is.  I  never tire of  comparing and contrasting haiku and senryu. 
Sometimes they are so close and sometimes so far apart.
PJ:  What about an example of anti-poetry?
Blyth:  Ok, are you familiar with Saigyo’s famous tanka?

Even in the mind
Of the mindless one
Arises grief,
When the snipe wings up over the marshes
In the autumn evening.

To which the senryu writer responded:

When it got quite dark,
Off went Saigyo
And left the marsh.

You see, the falseness of poetry lies in its very isolation of the poetic fact. 
Everything that happened before and after the event is omitted. But here 
the senryu writer reminds us of what we conveniently forgot: that we can’t 
hang around marshes very long, especially at night. It is boring when we 
can’t see anything and we get cold and hungry.
PJ: Are there any modern senryu you admire?
Blyth: Certainly, here’s one:

After I walk him
to his car, he walks me
to mine.

PJ: I know that one! That’s by Alexis Rotella (Ouch, 2007).
Blyth: Yes, I’ve always admired her work. And of course the hidden emotion 
she captures is tenderness and mutual regard.
PJ:  I  agree….  Hey,  how  do you know about  that  poem? You died  years 
before it was written! You can’t get on the internet in heaven can you?
Blyth: We can, but we have to go through hell to get a connection. And, of 



course, all the sexy sites are blocked.
PJ: There’s always a catch, even in heaven. How about this one?

too much lipstick
I wipe it
on his collar

Blyth: Excellent! Who wrote that?
PJ: Sophia Winehouse (Prune Juice, 2012)
Blyth: I should like to meet her.
PJ: I don’t think that’s likely; she’s not dead yet.
Blyth: Just my luck.
PJ: Well cheer up and listen to the senryu I just wrote:

Christmas -
everyone’s presents
more than mine

Blyth: Ah yes, here we have, in ten syllables, the reason Adam and Eve were 
expelled from the Garden, the origin of war and the existence of hell.
PJ:  I’m glad you like it.
Blyth: I didn’t say that. (laughs)

Professor  Blyth  sat  quietly  for  a  few moments,  lost  in  thought.  Then he 
recollected himself and his surroundings and began again.

Blyth:  As you know, the pen name senryu was first applied not to a poet but 
to a selector of poetry who collected vast numbers of senryu to create his 
anthologies.   And if that wasn’t enough, his sons  followed suit,  creating 
still more anthologies -- albeit with verses of ever diminishing quality.  No 
poetry  suffers  more  than senryu by  the  inclusion of  poor  quality  verses. 
Perhaps we should all be better selectors and exclude poems which do not 
possess  all those elements of sharp criticism, humor, reality and universal 
significance. 
PJ: Have you written any poetry?
Blyth: Very little, but I did leave a death poem.
PJ: Is it a senryu?
Blyth: Of course not! What a ridiculous question.



I leave my heart
To the sasanqua flower
On the day of this journey

Professor  Blyth  fell  silent,  and  then,  as  I  stared  at  him,  his  form  grew 
gradually less distinct until nothing was left but a faint glow from his silvery 
hair. I still felt his presence in the room so I sat quietly for a few minutes 
before  collecting  my notes,  leaving  the  old  house  and closing  the  door 
silently behind me.

References
Senryu: Japanese Satirical Verses, The Hokuseido Press, 1949
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Whilst we have endeavoured to find a credit for the photograph of Blyth, 
we were, alas, unsuccessful. An attempt was also made to contact Sophia 

Winehouse, to no avail. We have used her senryu in this feature with much 
respect and many thanks.



Chen-ou Liu

street preacher 
wisps of breath hang 
around his mouth

a teardrop tattoo
under her right eye
blind date

making love is like
smelling the lingering scent
of divinity
with her eyes, she moans
at my water-stained ceiling 



Bob Lucky

I’m glad
I’m not a Christmas tree
ornament
brought out once a year –
though it’s possible I am

I haven’t remembered
my dreams lately,
but any erection
I wake up with
makes me curious

easy chair my ass leaves an impression

closing time
who wears a watch
anymore



Annette Makino

heavy downpour
my collapsible umbrella
promptly collapses

my teen’s new skirt
handkerchief-sized
God bless

morning sun
how our cobwebs
sparkle

small sandpaper tongue
the cat decides
I need a bath



Annette Makino



Annette Makino



Andrew Shattuck McBride

talking about old flames—
we light a fire to ward off
the sudden chill

in all seasons—
the tailor
suits himself



Susan Nelson Myers

prom night -
a mermaid shimmers
out for a smoke

interrogation light -
he asks
how often i floss



Christina Nguyen

balloon girl
twisting gender stereotypes
into animals

at the clinic
I turn off the TV 
right away
I didn't come here
for a lobotomy

both kids
home in bed asleep…
in the parking lot
I ride the grocery cart
all the way downhill



Terry O'Connor

earth day
we dance
as if we didn't exist

slapping my pockets
nothing small enough
for his paper cup



Marian Olson

acting class--
how we learn to be
spontaneous



Stella Pierides

rice paper -
how often do I eat
my words



Thomas Powell

mid-prognosis
the doctor calls me
         middle-aged

same way home...
I find a fencepost
wearing my beanie

afternoon mist...
forgetting what I forgot
to write down

pock marked moon...
forty years of scars
            to scratch



Emma Prendergast

St. Patrick’s Day party
she asks where
my mother thinks I am



Kala Ramesh

my child says
I can spell banana but tell me
when to  stop

nephew’s photo—
it talks of our family’s 
huge ears

ironing starched saris
the laundry man’s biceps
stiff 

at the premiere
a soprano’s bosom fills
the spotlight

back stage
the make-up man performs
on the actor’s face



Edward J. Rielly

each book
an experience—
my friend holding
a little machine
mimicking words

shiny gray coffin—
the newest vehicle
he ever owned



Valerie Rosenfeld

weather prediction
dangerous pelting hail
some run for cover
I put on
my party dress

at last realizing
I can't hold up the jumbo jet
with sheer will
letting go of anxiety
the plane banks left



Aron Rothstein

biopsy scar
stopped a slug on the A train
I tell them

toothless chef
the empty tables
gnaw at him



Liz Rule

family gathering
three generations
of the chin

house sitting . . .
weeks of watering
the artificial shrub

from molecules
of stardust
the twist in my genes



Claudette Russell

filing
my rejections
under why

dinner with wine flight
ready for
lift off

cursed
perfect grammar
correct spelling
how will I ever
learn to text

were you kidding
when you said
I have senior moments
I don't remember
any



Claudette Russell

first brown spot
colors
my whole day

breakup
only one of us
learned from my mistakes



Elise Scannell

brand new heels
her confidence slips
on black ice



Stanley Siceloff

going through my pockets
for the change
I can believe in



Ken Slaughter

as I sit down
she says we need to talk
skipping the special
I order a burger
with nothing on it

security guard
asks about my travel plans
watching my face
while the answer walks
through an x-ray machine

her car and mine
joined by jumper cables…
sparks flying

tiny café -
even in the men’s room
the toilet seat down



John Soules

morning sit–
trying too hard
not to be here



Craig Steele

maneki neko —
sticker shock at the price
of happiness

walking tour of Bath —
my eyes fixed on the tour guide’s
red umbrella



Lucas Stensland

sun
gracefully setting
I need more guy friends

roommate interview
I don’t mention
my drinking



Alan Summers

sunnyside up
the autopsy shows
a decent breakfast

snow globe-
we toast each galaxy
with margaritas

wedding party
a mum carries a heart
on her handbag

Blue Moon we don't do one-sided conversations



André Surridge

old rugby player
his nose pointing
to an ear

between stove & sink a little pill the cat spat out

little sister
putting doll's knickers
on his action man

famous at last
his face on the arse
of a city bus

former cell-mate the name escapes him



Luminita Suse and Mike Montreuil

maraschino
cherries first
then the rest
of the black
forest cake
 
a Sunday night
promise kept
but how did
the whipped cream
get on your cheek?

a knock
on the front door –
winter
is collecting
for a rainy day
 
the old snowman
at my front door
asks when will he
get an umbrella
for rainy days



Marie Toole

windswept willow trees
breaking their backs
reminds me
of my hour
in the gym



Anita Virgil

as all soon-to-be-lovers do:
first you gently cover 
my hand with yours

so in love
she watches soaring birds while
dinner burns

where do we go
when deep within each other
we close our eyes?
and there is only this 
sensation

bleak morning
I’d rather make love . . .
I make coffee

the nights I stroke soft pillows, 
even the mattress-pad bumps . . .
my hand remembers
your muscles
your silky skin 



Liam Wilkinson

good customer service
I make mountains
of their molehills

three minutes
and eight seconds
precisely
phone sex
with the speaking clock

sneezing
the old cat
shits himself



Kath Abela Wilson

Good Friday service
I opt for
a doctors excuse note

sweet breezes
even after he's gone
his whirligig



Geoffrey Winch

at the open mic
someone’s permitted forty lines
all a hundred feet long

scaffolding
still waiting
for its house to grow



James Won

inside the vacuum
the mosquito complains:
"man this really sucks"



Prune Juice Issue 10 will be edited by
Curtis Dunlap and Bruce Boynton.

Contact details have changed.

Please visit
http://prunejuice.wordpress.com

for further information.

http://prunejuice.wordpress.com/

